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Abstra t.

When the proto ol of a omplex Multi-Agent System (MAS) needs to be developed, the top-down approa h emphasises to
start with abstra t des riptions that should be rened in rementally until we a hieve the detail level ne essary to implement it.
Unfortunately, there exist a semanti gap in intera tion proto ol methodologies be ause most of them rst, identify whi h tasks
has to be performed, and then use low level des ription su h as sequen es of messages to detail them.
In this paper, we propose an approa h to bridge this gap proposing a set of te hniques that are integrated in a methodology alled
MaCMAS (Methodology for Analysing Complex Multiagent Systems). We model MAS proto ols using several abstra t views of
the tasks to be performed, and provide a systemati method to rea h message sequen es des riptions from task des riptions. These
tasks are represented by means of intera tions that shall be rened systemati ally into lower-level intera tions with the te hniques
proposed in this paper (simpler intera tions are easier to des ribe and implement using message passing.) Unfortunately, deadlo ks
may appear due to proto ol design mistakes or due to the renement pro ess that we present. Thus, we also propose an algorithm
to ensure that proto ols are deadlo k free.
Key words.

Top-down approa h, agent proto ol des riptions, intera tion renements, and deadlo k dete tion.

1. Introdu tion. Agent-Oriented Software Engineering (AOSE) is paving the way for a new paradigm
in the Software Engineering eld. This is the reason why a large amount of resear h papers on this topi are
appearing in the literature. One of the main resear h lines in AOSE arena is devoted to developing methodologies
for modelling intera tion proto ols (hereafter proto ols) between agents.
1.1. Motivation. When a large system is modeled, its omplexity be omes a riti al fa tor that has to be
managed properly to a hieve lear, readable, reusable, and orre t spe i ations [8, 24, 30℄. In the literature,
there exist various te hniques to palliate this problem. The most important are the top down and the bottom up
approa hs. The top down approa h, whi h is the fo us of this paper, rst tries to des ribe software from a high
level of abstra tion, and then goes into further details until they are enough for implementing the system [32℄.
When the proto ol of a large MAS has to be developed, it is desirable to start with an abstra t des ription
that an be rened in rementally a ording to the top down approa h. In our opinion, there exist two drawba ks
in most existing methodologies:
• On the one hand, most of them provide top-down approa hes for modeling and developing these systems. These methodologies, general or proto ol- entri , agree on using abstra t messages and sequen e
diagrams to des ribe proto ols [3, 19, 37, 15℄. Although these messages represent a high level view of a
proto ol, whi h shall be rened later, the tasks that are performed are formulated as a set of messages.
This representation implies that the abstra tion level falls dramati ally sin e a task that is done by
more than two agents requires several messages to be represented. This o urs even if we onsider a
task between two agents. For instan e, an information request between two agents must be represented
with two messages at least (one to ask, and another to reply). This introdu es a semanti gap between
tasks to be performed identied at requirements and its internal design sin e it is di ult to identify
the tasks represented in a sequen e of messages. This representation be omes an important problem
regarding readability and manageability of large MAS.
• On the other hand, abstra tions of proto ols (intera tions) that allow designers to en apsulate pie es of
a proto ol that is exe uted by an arbitrary number of agents has been proved adequate in this ontext
[3, 4, 19, 20, 38℄. Unfortunately, intera tions are generally used to hide unne essary details about some
views of the proto ol. This improves readability and promotes reusability of proto ol patterns, but they
are not used for bridging the existing semanti gap between tasks and its representation.
1.2. Contributions. In our proposal, we present a dierent approa h to use intera tions, whi h is based
on the ideas presented in [4, 26, 38℄. This approa h is integrated on a methodology alled MaCMAS that overs
top-down and bottom-up. The top down software pro ess is sket hed in Figure 1.1. As shown, our goal is to
∗ This work has been partially supported by the European Commission (FEDER) and Spanish Government under CICYT proje t
Web-Fa tories (TIN2006-00472) and TIC200302737C0201
† University of Seville, {joaquinp, or hu}lsi.us.es, aruizus.es
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Fig. 1.1. Software pro ess of renements.

bridge this gap using intera tion abstra tions to model the tasks to be performed, and Finite State Automata
(FSA), represented using UML 2.0, to model how to sequen e them. Afterwards, we rene them systemati ally
into simpler ones iteratively. This de reases the level of abstra tion so that the intera tion we obtain are simpler.
Thus, they are des ribed internally as message sequen es easily, e.g. using AUML [3℄.
We have used a proto ol abstra tion alled multi-role intera tion (mRI), whi h was rst proposed in [25℄.
An mRI is an abstra tion that en apsulates a set of messages between an arbitrary number of agent roles.
Furthermore, the renement pro ess we use is based on the ideas presented in [10℄ sin e the intera tion we use
is similar to su h used in this work. The renement pro ess relies on analysing the knowledge used by ea h role
in an mRI and using this information to transform an mRI into several simpler mRIs automati ally. An mRI
is simpler when both the number of parti ipant roles and the omputation made by it de reases. The main
advantages of rening mRIs are the followings:
• First, its internal des ription is easier sin e the omputation to perform in the obtained tasks are
simpler.
• Se ond, it is easier to implement intera tions with a low number of parti ipant roles [12, page 206℄
[2, 33, 21, 35℄.
• Finally, mRIs are riti al deadlo k free regions and they are mutually ex lusive. Thus, if the number
of parti ipant roles in reases, the on urren y grain de reases, what is learly not desirable [34℄.
The main drawba k of su h renements is that they may lead to deadlo ks. In this paper, we also propose
a te hnique to dete t if a renement may introdu e deadlo ks (see Figure 1.1); it also hara terises them by
means of regular expressions that help nding the renements that are not adequate in a given ontext. It is
based on analysing the FSA that represents the proto ol of a role model and some previous work on deadlo k
dete tion in the ontext of lient/server intera tions [5, 14, 36℄. It improves on other results in that it an be
automated be ause it does not require any knowledge about the implied, intuitive semanti s of the intera tions
as other approa hes.
This paper is organised as follows: in Se tion 2 we present the related work about proto ol modeling in MAS
and about intera tion renements; in Se tion 3, we summarise the methodology where this work is integrated;
in Se tion 4 we present the example that we use to illustrate our approa h; in Se tion 5 we present our ideas on
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proto ol modeling and we show the renement te hniques appli able; in Se tion 6 we present our approa h to
the automati deadlo k dete tion pro ess; Se tion 7, we show our main on lusions. Finally, an appendix that
shows an implementation of the ase study using IP.

2. Related work. In this se tion we over the related work on proto ol modelling and on renements.
2.1. Proto ol Modeling. As we showed in the previous se tion, we think that most approa hes model

proto ols at low level of abstra tion sin e they require the designer to model omplex ooperations as messagebased proto ols. This issue has been identied in the Gaia Methodology [38℄, and also in the work of Caire
et. al. [4℄, where the proto ol des ription pro ess starts with a high level view based on des ribing tasks as
omplex ommuni ation primitives (hereafter intera tions). We think that the ideas presented in both papers are
adequate for this kind of systems where intera tions are more important than in obje t-oriented programming.
On the one hand, in the Gaia methodology, proto ols are modeled using abstra t textual templates. Ea h
template represents an intera tion or task to be performed between an arbitrary number of parti ipants. Furthermore, intera tions are de orated with the knowledge they pro ess and the permissions ea h role has, their
purpose, their inputs and outputs, and so on.
On the other hand, in [4℄, the authors propose a methodology in whi h the rst proto ol view is a stati
view of the intera tions in a system. Ea h intera tion is used by a set of agent roles and they are de orated with
the knowledge ea h role uses/supplies. Later, the internals of these intera tions are des ribed using AUML [3℄.
As the methodologies ited above, we also use intera tions to deal with the rst stage of proto ol modeling.
Furthermore, we also represent a stati view of intera tions and the knowledge that ea h role onsumes and
produ es in ea h of them. Unfortunately, both methodologies do not provide an automati method for rening
omplex intera tions into smaller intera tions that are loser to the implementation level. In this paper, we
elaborate on su h a method.
Furthermore, in methodologies that use sequen e diagrams to model proto ols, it has been also identied
the need for advan ed multi-role intera tions that en apsulate a pie e of proto ol. Unfortunately, in most of
them these intera tions are used to dene reusable patterns of intera tion or for hiding details in some omplex
views. Several examples of su h use of intera tions an be found in the literature: For instan e, AUML nested
proto ols [3℄ or mi ro-proto ols [19℄. These approa hes provide the user with a set of tools to model omplex
o-operations; however, most designers use messagebased des riptions.

2.2. Renements. The need for su h proto ol primitives has also been identied in other areas su h as
distributed systems [11, 7, 23℄. In this ontext su h intera tions have been studied for long, and there exist
advan ed te hniques to rene them (syn hrony loosening renements [10℄). Unfortunately, these renements
an lead to deadlo k. Although the theory of renements has rea hed a rather elaborate state in other ontexts,
f. [1℄, there are not many results on intera tion renements or the hara terisation of their anomalies. The
main reason is that lassi al renements are ontext-free, whereas intera tion renements are ontextsensitive.
Thus, the main problem is the establishment of their monotoni ity properties [10℄, whereby their appli ation to
subparts of a proto ol preserves the orre tness of the whole proto ol with respe t the set of valid syn hronisation
patterns it des ribes.
The stateoftheart te hnique that fo us on design time properties was presented in [12℄. It is based on
designing a formal proof system ( ooperating proof ) that allows to prove a su ient ondition for monotoni ity
that ensures that a system omposed of intera tions is deadlo k free. It is based on analysing linked intera tions,
i.e., intera tions that need to be exe uted in sequen e, to avoid deadlo ks, whi h was previously suggested in
[9, 18℄. Unfortunately, this te hnique is quite di ult to apply in pra ti e be ause it requires in-depth knowledge
of the implied, intuitive meaning of the intera tions, and no automati proof rules were designed for showing
the satisfa tion of the su ient ondition.
Our proposal an dete t if a renement may lead to a deadlo k situation automati ally, and also hara terises
the set of tra es that lead to it by means of regular expressions. It is based on FSA analysis used by many
resear hers in the ontext of lient/server deadlo k dete tion of intera tion models [5, 14, 36℄.
3. Engineering MultiAgent Systems with MaCMAS.

MaCMAs1 is a methodology for engineering
omplex multiagent systems that is integrated with several resear h elds, i.e. autonomi omputing [31℄,
software produ t lines [27, 28℄ and evolving systems [29℄.
1 see

james.eii.us.es/MaCMAS/ for further details on MaCMAS
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Fig. 3.1. Pro ess Overview

MaCMAS overs arefully the ve prin iples to deal with omplexity in software engineering where top-down
and bottom-up are of high importan e [16, 17, 30℄: abstra tion, de omposition/renements, omposition/abstra tion, automation and reuse.
In Figure 3.1, we show an overview of the main on epts applied in MaCMAS from the software pro ess
point of view. As shown, models of the system are stru tured into a set of abstra tion layers. Top models are
the most abstra t while bottom models are the most rened models. MaCMAS provides also a set of verti al
and horizontal transformations. Verti al transformations are applied to split models or to ompose models, and
horizontal transformations are used to rene and abstra t models in order to over bottom-up and top-down
software pro esses.
As shown, for overing the rest of prin iples, tra eability between models at dierent abstra tion layers and
reuse of models and their abstra tions/renements is also provided.
In MaCMAS, two kind of renements are proposed. One that is base on analyzing information on requirement do uments, on retely system goals hierar hies, to re ommend the user of the CASE tool whi h models
an be rened and whi h is the best de omposition re ommended. The other renement, whi h is the fo us of
this paper, is based on analyzing the dependen ies between the elements in a model to re ommend a renement.

3.1. Models.

be summarized in:

In other to engineer MASs, MaCMAS provides a ri h set of UML2.0-based models that an

a) Stati A quaintan e Organization View:

This shows the stati intera tion relationships between roles
in the system and the knowledge pro essed by them. It omprises the following UML models:
Role Models: shows an a quaintan e sub-organization as a set of roles ollaborating by means of
several mRIs. As mRIs allow abstra t representation of intera tions, we an use these models
at whatever level of abstra tion we desire. We use role models to represent autonomous and
autonomi properties of the system at the level of abstra tion we need.
Parameterized Role Models : A parameterised role model permits us to represent reusable ollaboration patterns parameterising some of their elements.
Resour es dependen y model: A resour es dependen y model provides means for do umenting the
dependen ies between knowledge entities and servi es provided by roles in the ontext of an mRI
and for do umenting the dependen ies between the knowledge of mRIs.
Relating role models model: As a result of using de omposition and omposition and of instantiating parameterised role models, we usually manage role models that are obtained from others.
This model show the relationships between several role models.
Ontology: shows the ontology shared by roles in a role model. It is used to add semanti s to the
knowledge owned and ex hanged by roles.
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Fig. 3.2. A quaintan e analysis dis ipline

b) Behavior of A quaintan e Organization View:

The behavioral aspe t of an organization shows the
sequen ing of mRIs in a parti ular role model. It is represented by two equivalent models:
Plan of a role: separately represents the plan of ea h role in a role model showing how the mRIs of
the role sequen e. It is represented using UML 2.0 Proto olStateMa hines [22, p. 422℄. It is used
to fo us on a ertain role, while ignoring others.
Plan of a role model: represents the order of mRIs in a role model with a entralized des ription. It
is represented using UML 2.0 StateMa hines [22, p. 446℄. It is used to fa ilitate easy understanding
of the whole behavior of a sub-organization.
) Tra eability view: This model shows how models in dierent abstra tion layers relate. It shows how
mRIs are abstra ted, omposed or de omposed by means of lassi ation, aggregation, generalization
or redenition. Noti e that we usually show only the relations between intera tions be ause they are
the fo us of modeling, but all the elements that ompose an mRI an also be related. Finally, sin e
an mRI presents a dire t orrelation with system goals, tra eability models learly show how a ertain
requirement system goal is rened and materialized. This is main what helps us to bridge the gap
between requirements and design.
For the purpose of this paper, we only need to detail role models, role model plans, whi h are shown in the
following se tions.

4. The Example. The example we use hereafter is a debit ard system. This problem an be viewed as
one of the basi oordination patterns in the agent e- ommer e world, and it involves three dierent agent roles
(hereafter roles): a point of sales role (PS) whi h intera ts with the user, a ustomer a ount manager role(CA),
and a mer hant a ount manager role (MA). When a ustomer uses his or her debit ard, the agent playing role
PS agrees with a CA agent and mer hant a ount agent on performing a sequen e of tasks to transfer the money
from the ustomer a ount to the mer hant a ount, whi h shall also be harged the osts of the transa tion. If
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Fig. 5.1. Stati intera tion view of the debit ard system.

Fig. 5.2. Plans of the roles in the debit ard system.

the ustomer a ount annot aord the pur hase be ause it has not enough money, the ustomer a ount agent
then pays on hirepur hase.

5. Modeling the Proto ol with MaCMAS. As we showed above, our approa h starts when the requirements system goals to be performed have been already obtained. Then, we model ea h task as an mRI as
we show in the role model in Figure 5.1.
These system goals in our example are modeled as the following mRIs: approv is used by the CA role to
inform the other parties if it an aord a pur hase; transf er is used to transfer money from the CA to the
MA by means of the PS; mRI hire_p is used to buy on hire-pur hase; nally, there is a two-party mRI alled
next_sale, whi h is not further detailed, whose goal is to en apsulate the operations needed to read the sum to
be transferred and the ustomer data from his or her debit ard. For further details on the knowledge pro essed
by ea h parti ipants and in the mRI see the Appendix.
On e the mRIs are identied and linked with their parti ipant roles, we represent their possible sequen es by
means of FSAs (see Figure 5.2). When an mRI is exe uted by more than one role it must appear a transition in all
the roles that perform it. Ea h of these transitions represents the part of the mRIs that a role perform. Whereby,
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Fig. 5.3. De oupling mRI transf er .

to exe ute an mRI we must transit from one state to another in all the roles that parti ipate on it. Furthermore,
with the algorithms presented in [25℄, whi h we outline in se tion 6, we an automati ally infer a single FSA that
represents the role model proto ol as a whole. This alternative representation an be used for better readability.
Finally, ea h mRI have to be de orated with some additional information: su h as the dependen ies between
they knowledge it pro ess, a guard for ea h role, and so on. The knowledge dependen y, as we show in the
next se tion, an be analysed in order to rene mRIs. Furthermore, the guard of mRIs allows ea h role to
de ide if it want to exe ute the mRI or not, whi h has been proved adequate to deal with proa tivity of agents
[7, 19, 25℄.

5.1. Renements. The model we presented in previous se tion takes advantage of omplex threeparty
mRIs, whi h provides a high level design of the proto ol. However, it should be rened in an attempt to
transform its mRIs into a set of simpler ones that are loser to message sequen es des ription. That is to say,
des ribing them internally shall be easier. This is the next step in our approa h.
The renements are based on analysing the dependen ies between the knowledge that roles use from others
in a parti ular mRI. In order to automate the renement pro ess the designer has to build a dependen y graph
(see Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5) whi h shall be analysed with the algorithms proposed in [18, 10℄. To illustrate
how our te hnique works we applied it to our example.
The rst renement we an apply is de oupling [12℄. It an transform ertain nparty mRIs into an mparty
mRI (m < n) followed by an mRI with n − m + 1 parti ipants. We an illustrate it by means of mRI transf er
in our example. Figure 5.3 shows a diagram in whi h we have depi ted the knowledge of its roles and their
dependen ies. As shown, both the MA and CA need to update their balan es a ording to some information
in the knowledge of the PS. The idea is thus to de ouple mRI transf er into two binary mRIs so that the CA
updates its balan e before the MA. Thus, as we an see in Figure 5.3 mRI transf er1 will exe uted by PS and
CA, and transf er2 by PS and MA (see Figure 5.7 for the new sequen es of exe ution). We have applied this
renement to the mRI hire_p, as well.
The se ond renement we an apply is parti ipant elimination [12℄. It onsists of eliminating those roles
from the set of parti ipant roles of an mRI whose knowledge is not referred to by other roles and do not refer
to the knowledge of any other role. Figure 5.4 shows a diagram in whi h we have depi ted the knowledge of
the roles parti ipating in mRI approv and their relationships. Obviously, role MA an be eliminated from this
mRI.
Another renement alled splitting, whi h annot be apply to our example, onsist in breaking an mRI into
two mRIs if the knowledge a essed by several groups of roles are disjoint as is depi ted in Figure 5.5 with a
 titious mRI.
The resulting role plans after applying all renements are presented in Figure 5.7. Apparently, they works
well but we an dis over that the renements have introdu ed a deadlo k situation if we take a loser look.
Consider a tra e in whi h the following mRIs are exe uted: next_sale, approv, transf er1 , and hire_p1 . This
exe ution deadlo ks be ause of an unfortunate interleaving in whi h, after approving a sale and harging the
CA, this role is ready to intera t with the PS by means of transf er2 ; however, the MA is readied then to
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exe ute both transf er1 and hire_p1 . If hire_p1 is exe uted now, it leads to a situation in whi h no role an
ontinue be ause PS is readying transf er2 and waits for the CA to ready it, the CA is readying approv and
waits for the PS to ready it, and the MA is waiting for any of them to ready transf er1 or hire_p1 . This
situation an be avoided if we use a guard for transf eri and hire_pi that ensures that when one of these mRI
is exe uted the guard of the others shall be evaluated as false, but unfortunately this is not possible in general.
These renements allow us to exe ute several mRIs at the same time sin e the the knowledge they omputed
before renements is now omputed separately in dierent mRIs. In addition, they simplify the number of
parti ipant roles that ea h mRI uses, whi h lead us to easier implementations (the proto ol to oordinate n
parties is more di ult that su h for two parties) [12, page. 206℄[2, 33, 21, 35℄. Finally, another advantage is
that the amount of knowledge to be pro essed in ea h mRI de reases thus easing their internal design.
For instan e, the mRI transf er has been broken into two simpler mRIs: transf er1 and transf er2 .
transf er1 omputes the balan e of the CA and transf er2 omputes the balan e of the MA. Thus, simpler
omputations are performed. Furthermore, the original mRI had three parti ipant roles, and the new mRIs
have only two, whose oordination/negotiation proto ol is simpler to implement. The rened role model is
presented in Figure 5.6.

6. Ensuring Deadlo k Free Renements. Our approa h to dete t deadlo ks is based on building an
FSA and analysing its paths. Next, we present some results we need, and then we show how to onstru t the
FSA and how to analyse it.
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Fig. 5.6. Role model of the debit ard system after renements.

Fig. 5.7. Role plans after renement.

As we an see in Figure 5.7, the denition of the proto ol of ea h role is done by means of FSAs. They an
be hara terised as follows:
Definition 6.1 (Finite State Automaton). A nite state automaton (FSA) is a tuple of the form
(S, Σ, δ, s0 , F ), where S is a set of states, Σ is a set of mRIs (the vo abulary in FSA theory), δ : S × Σ → S is
a transition fun tion that represents an mRI exe ution, s0 ∈ S is an initial state, and F ⊆ S is a set of nal

states.

Thus, let Ai = (Si , Σi , δi , s0i , Fi ) (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) be the set of FSAs that represents ea h role in a role
model. Starting from this information we an build a new FSA C = (S, Σ, δ, s0 , F ) that represents the proto ol
as a whole, where
• S=S
S1n× · · · × Sn
• Σ = i=1 Σi
• δ(a, {s1 , . . . , sn }) = {s′1 , . . . , s′n } i ∀ i ∈ [1..n] · (a 6∈ Σi ∧ si = s′i ) ∨ (a ∈ Σi ∧ δ(a, si ) = s′i )
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• e0 = {e01 , . . . , e0n }
• F = {F1 , . . . , Fn }
This algorithm has been presented in [25℄ and builds the new FSA exploring all the feasible exe utions of mRI.
Their states are omputed as the artessian produ t of all state in FSA of roles. Then, for ea h new state
( omposed of one state of ea h role) we he k if an mRI may be exe uted (all their roles an do it from that
state), and if so, we add it to the result. The FSA we obtain in our example is shown in Figure 6.1.

6.1. Analysing the Resulting FSA. The nal step onsists in analysing the resulting FSA by sear hing
for deadlo k states, i.e., states from whi h a nal state annot be rea hed.
We use a transition relation alled −→B to al ulate these states. It is applied on tuples of the form
(C, N, X), where C denotes an FSA, N denotes the set of states to be analysed, and X denotes the set of
deadlo k states found so far. We formalise −→B by means of the following inferen e rule:
s ∈ N ∧ s 6∈ X ∧ P = pred(s, C)
(C, N, X) −→B (C, N \ P, X ∪ P )

Where the predi ate pred is dened as follows:
Definition 6.2 (Prede essors). Let A be an FSA and s ∈ S a state. We denote its set of prede essors by
pred(s, A) and dene it as follows:
pred(s, A) =
{s′ ∈ S | ∃σ ∈ Σ · δ(s′ , σ) = s}

This transition relation allows us to explore the set of states of an FSA starting at its nal states and going
ba k to its prede essors until no new unexplored state is found. The set of unexplored states at that step is the
set of deadlo k states be ause there is no path in the FSA that links them to a nal state. Therefore, we an
dene a fun tion deadlock that maps an FSA into its set of deadlo k states as follows:
deadlock(C) = CS \ N if N ⊆ CS ∧
X ⊆ CS ∧ (C, CF , ∅) −→!B (C, N, X)

Here, −→!B denotes the normalisation of −→B , i.e., its repeated appli ation to a given tuple until it an
not be further applied to the result. Formally,
T →! T ′ ⇔ T −→∗E T ′ ∧ 6 ∃T ′′ · T ′ −→E T ′′

If deadlock returns an empty set, then the renements we have applied do not introdu e any deadlo ks.
Otherwise, we need to hara terise the exe ution paths that may lead to them.
Consider that deadlock(C) = {b1 , b2 , . . . , bk }, thus, we an build a new set of FSAs
Bi = (CS , CΣ , Cδ , Cs0 , {bi })(i = 1, 2, . . . , k).

Noti e that these FSAs have only a nal state that is a deadlo k state in the original FSA. Thus, if we use the
algorithms presented in [14℄ for transforming an FSA into its orresponding regular expression, we an obtain
the set of regular expressions that hara terise the exe ution paths that lead to deadlo ks.
If we analyse the FSA in Figure 6.1, we an easily he k that its set of deadlo k states is a singleton of the
form {(3, 4, 7)}. Thus, if we make this the only nal state, we an obtain the following regular expression that
hara terises the exe ution paths that lead to deadlo ks:
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Fig. 6.1. Resulting FSA.

(next_sale | approv · transf1 ·
·transf2 | approv · hire_p1 · hire_p2 )∗ ·
· approv · transf1 · hire_p1

Thus, when a set of renements are applied we an use the te hnique presented above to sear h for deadlo ks,
and if they appear, we hara terise it by the deadlo k regular expression. Then, we an use this hara terization
to apply a dierent set of renements and repeat this pro ess until getting a deadlo k free proto ol. Finally,
we obtain a set of new simpler mRIs that an be des ribed internally and implemented easier. In our example
the deadlo k appears between mRI transf er and hirep and the problem an be easily solved not rening one
of them or applying another set of renements.

7. Con lusions. The des ription of intera tion proto ols in omplex MASs may be a di ult, tedious
pro ess due to the large number of omplex tasks that agents must perform oordinately. Thus, in order to
palliate this problem, we have proposed a renement te hnique integrated in a methodology that is based on
an interdis iplinary te hnique that builds on MAS and distributed systems resear h results.
Our te hnique improves previous resear h in that we add some proto ol views between requirements analysis
and the des ription of a proto ol by means of message sequen es; we use intera tions as rst lass modeling
elements. Furthermore, these des riptions are easily rened to rea h the needed abstra tion level to be des ribed
internally. Thus, we provide a progressive method to pro eed from requirements analysis to message sequen es
des riptions. Furthermore, we have provided an automati method to dete t deadlo ks.
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Appendix A. IP Code of the example. It exists several languages based on the Multi-party Intera tions
(MPI) to des ribe systems where several pro esses have to oordinate [6, 10, 13℄. IP [12℄ is worthy of spe ial
attention sin e, although its implementation is relatively simple, moreover it allows to he k properties thanks
its formal hara ter. Following we will do a brief review of its statements and its more relevant hara teristi s
for our work, and nally we will write the sour e ode of the debit ard system example.
An IP spe i ation is built with a set of sequential pro esses that ooperates between them using multiparty
intera tions. Its abstra t syntax is the following:
S

::=
|
|
|
|

I1 [x:=e]
[[]ni=1 Bi & Ii [xi :=ei ] → Si ]
⋆[[]ni=1 Bi & Ii [xi :=ei ] → Si ]
S1 ; S2
skip

Ea h pro esses will be able to parti ipate in several intera tions, but only one at the same time. The
statement of intera tion has the form I[x:=e] where I is the name of the intera tion and x:=e is a sequen e
of parallel assignments in where we an onsult the state of the rest of parti ipants in the intera tion, usually
referred as ommuni ation ode. Ea h Intera tion has a set of xed parti ipants in the set of pro esses of the
system, so that it an be exe uted only when not any is exe uting other intera tion and all of them are in a
point of the spe i ation where the questioned intera tion an be exe uted.
TRANSFERS :: [PST() k CustomerA ount() k Mer hantA ount()℄,
where
PST() :: s: sale := null, ok : boolean;
*[ v 6= null & approv[ ok := ( .balan e ≥ s.pri e)℄ →
[ok & transfer[v := null℄ → skip
[℄
¬ok & hire_p[℄ → skip℄
[℄
v = null & next_sale[. . . ℄ → skip℄,
CustomerA ount() :: : a ount;
*[ approv[℄ →
[transfer[ .balan e := .balan e - s.pri e℄ → skip
[℄
hire_p[ .hire_pur hase(ma.ID)℄ → skip℄ ℄,
Mer hantA ount() :: ma: a ount;
*[ approv[℄ →
[transfer[ ma.balan e := ma.balan e + s.pri e - v.m_ osts ℄ → skip
[℄
hire_p[ma.balan e := ma.balan e - s.m_ osts℄ → skip ℄
℄.
Fig. 7.1. IP spe i ation of the debit ard system.

For example, if we analyze the intera tion transfer in the IP ode of the example in the gure 7.1, we an
noti e it has in its parti ipants2 with the PST, with the CustomerA ount and with the Mer hantA ount. This
intera tion will not be exe uted until all its parti ipants will be in an adequate point of the spe i ation and
2 To

determine the parti ipants of an intera tion we only have to see in whi h pro esses appears in the spe i ation
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TRANSFERS :: [PST() k CustomerA ount() k Mer hantA ount()℄, where
PST() :: v: sale := null; ok : boolean;
*[ v 6= null & approv[ ok := ( .balan e ≥ s.pri e)℄ →
[ok & transf er1 [℄ → transf er2 [v := null℄
[℄
¬ok & hire_p2 [℄ → skip
℄
[℄
v = null & next_sale[. . . ℄ → skip ℄,
CustomerA ount() :: : a ount;
*[approv[℄ →
[transf er1 [ .balan e := .balan e - s.pri e℄ → skip
[℄
hire_p1 [ .hire_pur hase(ma.ID℄ → skip ℄ ℄,
Mer hantA ount() :: ma: a ount;
*[ ι[] →
[transf er2 [ ma.balan e := ma.balan e + s.pri e - s.m_ osts℄ → skip
[℄
hire_p1 [ma.balan e := ma.balan e - s.m_ osts℄ → hire_p2 [℄ ℄
℄.
Fig. 7.2. IP spe i ation of the example after applying the renements.

when this will happen, its parti ipant will exe ute its ommuni ation ode. For example, the PST will al ulate
the value of variable ok using the balan e of the CustomerA ount and the amount to transfer.
IP also has statements to write non-deterministi hoi e with guards [[]ni=1 Gi → Si ] and loops with nondeterministi hoi e with guards ∗[[]ni=1 Gi → Si ]. The guards are of the form B&a[x:=e], where B is a boolean
ondition involving the lo al state of a pro ess, and the rest is an usual intera tion statement. The behaviour of
these statements is very simple: The non-deterministi hoi e he ks all the boolean onditions and wait then for
the intera tions whose boolean ondition is true to have all its parti ipants; if no one ould do so the statement
will not have any ee t. In loops the behaviour is similar, only that it will repeat the non-deterministi hoi e
until all the boolean onditions are false.
Furthermore, in IP we an make the statements above to exe ute sequen e (S1 ; S2 ), and we an use the
null statement that is represented as skip.
Finally, the ode resultant after applying all the renements des ribed above is shown in Figure 7.2.
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